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a b s t r a c t
Mechanical energy in a rolling tire is strong and stable, but it is always wasted and there is no effective
means for harvesting. Herein, we demonstrate an array of compressible hexagonal-structured triboelectric nanogenerators (CH-TENGs) for harvesting the mechanical energy from a rolling tire. The CH-TENG
units can be stacked in parallel connections and fixed in a rubber tire. The energy harvesting performances
are systematically investigated and the maximum instantaneous power is 1.9 mW with the CH-TENG in 8
units, a weight load of 10 N and a speed of 2.51 m/s. The CH-TENGs have stable and durable characteristics
for a 30-day continuous work and can drive a wireless tire pressure sensor once every 14 min when the
moving speed is 2.51 m/s and weight load is 10 N. On the basis of the measured output power of the
CH-TENG, it is expected to produce at least 1.2 W for a standard tire with the CH-TENG in 500 units and
the running speed of 100 km/h. This work not only provides a promising solution to harvest the wasted
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mechanical energy from rolling tires, but also demonstrates the potential applications of the CH-TENG in
sustainable automotive electronics.
© 2017 Published by Elsevier Ltd.

1. Introduction
Tire pressure test system is very important to vehicles’ safety,
but it needs to be powered by battery [1], which has the limited
lifetime and is not environmentally friendly. Mechanical energy
widely exists in our living environment and industrial production process, especially in vehicles. Many studies forecast that
the Chinese vehicle population will continue to increase to 360–
540 million by 2030 [2–4]. Automobile movement, as the wasted
mechanical energy, could be probably collected for powering tire
pressure test system. It is promising to be an important energy
recovery solution for automotive electronics.
Since 2012, the triboelectric nanogenerator (TENG) [5–7] based
on the Maxwell’s displacement current has been invented to convert ambient mechanical energy into electricity [8]. Owing to the
advantages of high output performance [9,10], light-weight [11],
low-cost [12], low frequency [13] and easy to fabricate [14], the
TENG has greatly impacted the field of energy harvesting [15,16]
and information sensing [17–22]. The triboelectric energy harvesting transducers will be a $400 million market in 2027 by the
prediction of IDTechEx [23]. So far, the TENG has been widely
used in harvesting human kinetic [24–26] and environmental
mechanical energy [27], which can also be used to harvest the
rotating mechanical energy [28–31] of tires motion [32] as a mainly
energy-loss way in vehicles. However, the traditional contactingseparation TENG [33] consists of a pair of thin film materials
with metal electrodes and two substrates as supporting materials,
which is difficult to match the structure of tires in vehicles. So, it
is a challenge that how to design the structure of TENG to match
the tires and harvest maximum friction energy of rotating tires for
powering automotive electronics.
Here, we demonstrate compressible hexagonal-structured triboelectric nanogenerators (CH-TENGs) for harvesting the mechanical energy from rolling tires, which consist of a FEP (Fluorinated
ethylene propylene) film and copper electrodes. When integrated
into the structure of tires in vehicles, the CH-TENG has good
structural stability and high space utilization, and the CH-TENG
units can be stacked in parallel connections like a honeycomb. The
energy harvesting performances of CH-TENGs fixed in a rolling
tire are systematically investigated. The output performances of
CH-TENGs are related to different units, the speed and the weight
loads of tires, and the maximum instantaneous power is 1.9 mW
with the CH-TENG in 8 units, a weight load of 10 N and a speed
of 2.51 m/s. Moreover, the CH-TENGs have stable and durable
characteristics for a 30-day continuous work and can drive the
wireless tire pressure sensor every 14 min when the moving speed
is 2.51 m/s and weight load is 10 N. On the basis of the measured
output power of the CH-TENG, it is expected to produce at least
1.2 W for a standard tire with the CH-TENG in 500 units and
the running speed of 100 km/h. This work not only provides a
promising solution to harvest the wasted mechanical energy from
rolling tires, but also demonstrates the potential applications of the
CH-TENG in sustainable automotive electronics.
2. Methods
2.1. Fabrication of the CH-TENG
PI (Polyimide) is used to fabricate CH-TENG. First, a straight line
that is perpendicular to long side is drawn on a piece of PI (125

µm thick, 70 mm×50 mm) every 10 mm. Second, Two separate
copper foils (50 µm thick, 30 mm×50 mm) are closely stuck on
the PI. Third, a piece of FEP film (50 µm thick, 30 mm×50 mm) is
closely stuck on the either of copper foils. Finally, the CH-TENG is
accomplished after sticking.
2.2. Surface modification of the FEP film
First, a piece of FEP film (50 µm thick, 30 mm × 50 mm in
area) is cleaned in an ultrasonic cleaner with ethanol and deionized
water and is then blow-dried in a drying oven. Before being etched,
a layer of Cu is sputtered onto the surface of the FEP, and then O2 ,
Ar, and CF4 gases are fed into the ICP (inductive coupling plasma)
chamber to etch the surface with flow rates of 10.0, 15.0, and
30.0 sccm, respectively. To generate the plasma, a power source
of 400 W is chosen, while another power source (100 W) is used to
accelerate plasma ions moving to the FEP surface. With an etching
time of 6 min, desired nanostructures are obtained on the Cucoated FEP surface.
2.3. Characterization of the CH-TENG
The output voltage, current and charge of the CH-TENG are
quantitatively measured by a system electrometer (Keithley 6514)
at room temperature.
2.4. Demonstration scenario of the CH-TENG
Eight CH-TENGs can be fixed in a rubber tire (70 mm in diameter, 62 mm in width and a load of 6 N). An iron axis locates in the
middle of the rubber tire, which rotates with rubber tire rotation.
Each CH-TENG is stuck and tangent to the rubber tire. The rubber
tire is fixed on the conveyor belt that is driven by an accurate
motor. The speed range of the motor is 100∼600 rad/min. To
completely contact between the CH-TENGs and the conveyor belt,
the sponge with a thickness of 5 mm is covered outside the CHTENGs. Then, a pair of conductive brushes is fabricated by carbon
fibers to connect with the CH-TENGs. There is a pair of acrylic
sheets that is covered by copper foils contacting with conductive
brushes for transmitting charges of the rolling tire. The rubber
tire and acrylic sheets are fixed on the lifting platform which can
change the weight load between the tire and the conveyor belt by
adjusting the height. In the application scenario, the CH-TENG in 8
units is fixed in the rubber tire and connected with a wireless tire
pressure sensor.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Structure of the CH-TENG
Hexagonal structure is the best topological structure for covering two-dimensional plane, which has the advantages of the
highest-degree adaptability, the simplest material consumption
and the largest space utilization. Based on the hexagonal structure,
we design the CH-TENG for harvesting energy from rolling tires.
Fig. 1 shows basic structure of the CH-TENG. The CH-TENG is
mainly composed of two copper electrodes, a piece of flexible PI
and FEP film, as schemed in Fig. 1a. PI is selected as the material for
substrates and is folded into hexagon due to its high strength, light
weight, easy processing, and low cost. On the lower side, a layer of
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Fig. 1. Basic structure of the CH-TENG. (a) Schematic illustrations of the CH-TENG in single and stack. (b) Scanning electron microscopy image of nanostructures on the
surface of the FEP film. (c) Photograph of the CH-TENG. The inset is the CH-TENG bent by hand.

contact electrode is prepared, which plays dual roles of electrode
and contact surface. On the other side, a copper electrode is laminated between the substrate and a layer of FEP film. This electrode
is called back electrode for later reference. There is a narrow spacing between the contact electrode and the FEP film. As shown in Fig.
1a, the CH-TENG units can be stacked in parallel connections and
the structure of different combinations can match different kinds
of experimental scenes. In order to optimize the triboelectrification
between the two materials, the surface of the FEP film is modified
via ICP to create nanostructures, which can enhance the surface
triboelectric charge density of the FEP film [19], as shown in Fig. 1b.
A well-designed CH-TENG is presented in Fig. 1c and the inset is the
photograph of the CH-TENG bend by hand, which shows the great
suppleness of the CH-TENG. Hexagonal structure of the CH-TENGs
can be stacked into different combinations for different structure of
the tires, as shown in Fig. S1. The CH-TENG can be fixed in the inner
side of the outer tires for power generation by tiny deformation.
Compared with previous TENGs in rotational or sliding modes, it is
much lighter and easier for integration without any influences on
current tire structures and the friction between the tire and road.
3.2. Working principle of the CH-TENG
The working mechanism of the CH-TENG is elaborated in Fig.
2. As is shown in Fig. 2a, there are many CH-TENGs fixed in a
tire, which is rotating in counterclockwise direction. The inset is
magnified schematic illustration of a CH-TENG. A detailed cycle
with six stages for the working process of a CH-TENG is shown
in Fig. 2b. The fundamental working principle of a CH-TENG is
based on the conjunction of contact electrification and electrostatic
induction. It is supposed to be an original stage when the FEP film
contacts completely with the contact electrode. According to the
triboelectric series [34], in which materials are listed in order of the
polarity of charge separation when they are touched with another
object, electrons are transferred from the contact electrode to the

FEP film, resulting in positive and negative triboelectric charges on
the contact electrode and FEP surface, respectively (stage I). When
the tire continues rotating, the right part of the CH-TENG starts
separating. Because the contact electrode has a higher potential
than the back electrode, electrons flow from the back electrode to
the contact electrode through the external circuit to neutralize the
positive triboelectric charges in the contact electrode (stage II and
III). The flow of electrons lasts until the separation is maximized,
and an electrostatic equilibrium is reached (stage IV). When the
tire rotates after a period, the right part of the CH-TENG will be impacted. Thus, the former electrostatic equilibrium is broken. Electrons flow back from the contact electrode to the back electrode
through the external circuit (stage V and VI). Finally, when the
contact electrode and FEP film contact with each other again, there
is no current flowing in the external circuit (stage I). This is a full
cycle of the electricity generation process. As the tire rotating in the
environment, electricity is generated. To theoretically predict the
distribution of the electrical potential between the two electrodes,
COMSOL software that employs the finite element method (FEM)
is implemented to model the CH-TENG, as is shown in Fig. 2c. The
strain of the CH-TENG in the vertical direction is systematically
simulated, as shown in Fig. S2. In a cycle, the initial CH-TENG
(stage IV) is fully compressed (stage I) with a strain of 100%, then
recovered to the initial state (stage IV), in a period of 0.036 s with
the vehicle speed of 0.83 m/s. The average strain rate is equal to
1/0.018 s from stage I to IV, which is 55.56 s−1 .
In principle, the CH-TENG can be regarded as two panel capacitors connected in series [35]. We assume the charge on the contact
electrode is Q1 , the charge on the FEP film is Q, and the charge
on the back electrode is Q2 . The corresponding charge densities
are σ 1 , σ , and σ 2 . S(t) is the area of contact between the FEP
film and the contact electrode. ε 0 is the dielectric constant of the
vacuum, and εr is the relative dielectric constant of the FEP film.
The thickness of the FEP film is d , and the distance x(t) between
the contact electrode and the FEP film changes as the tire rotates.
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Fig. 2. Working principle of the CH-TENG in rolling tire. (a) Schematic illustration of the CH-TENG fixed in the tire. The inset is magnified schematic illustration of the
CH-TENG. (b) Full cycle of the electricity generation process. (c) Numerical calculations of the potential between two electrodes at six typical states, as evaluated by COMSOL.

On the basis of electrostatic induction and conservation of charges,
Q1 +Q2 = −Q . The open-circuit voltage VOC , short-circuit current
ISC and short-circuit charge QSC can be expressed as [36]

σ x(t)
ε0
−S(t)σ d dx(t)
= (
)2
dt
εr εdr + x(t)

VOC = −
ISC

QSC =

S(t)σ x(t)
d

εr

+ x(t)

.

(1)
(2)

(3)

We can see that V oc is proportional to the distance x(t) by checking
Eq. (1). It reaches a maximum when the FEP film and the contact
electrode are furthest separated. Also VOC is proportional to the
triboelectric charges generated on the contacting surface, which
depends on the property of the two surfaces and the friction process. It can be enhanced by choosing proper materials and modified
surface morphology, as we have done in this work. By checking
Eq. (2), we can conclude that the output current is proportional to
the distance change rate of the two surfaces, and also proportional
to the generated triboelectric charges. The distance change rate of
the two surfaces is relate to the frequency of the external forces
changing. By checking Eq. (3), QSC is related to distance x(t) and
S(t).
3.3. Performances of the CH-TENG
The characteristics of the CH-TENGs are measured and shown
in Fig. 3. Schematic illustration of test apparatus is shown in Fig.
3a. The test apparatus consists of a linear motor with a guide rail,
acrylic boards and highly sensitive dynamometer (Fig. S3). The

range of dynamometer is from 0 N to 50 N. With a frequency of
2.5 Hz and a weight load of 2 N, the open-circuit voltage of the
CH-TENG in 1, 2, 3 and 4 units reaches 108 V, 132 V, 161 V and
190 V, respectively (Fig. 3b). In the meanwhile, the short-circuit
current peak reaches 3.0 µA, 4.5 µA, 6.0 µA and 7.5 µA (Fig. 3c)
and the short-circuit charge reaches 43 nC, 56 nC, 66 nC and 77 nC
(Fig. 3d), respectively. Therefore, the open-circuit voltage, shortcircuit current and charge increase as the number of units, as is
shown in Fig. 3e. The units increasing contribute to the increase
of the electric output. The specific waveforms of the open-circuit
voltage, short-circuit current and charge in 4 periods are shown in
Fig. S4. To test the instantaneous output power of the CH-TENGs
in different units, different resistances are connected to the both
ends of the CH-TENGs as a load. The instantaneous output power
was calculated as
P =

U2

(4)
R
where R is the load resistance, P is the instantaneous output power
and U is the voltage of the load resistance. The relationship of the
output power P to resistance R is shown in Fig. 3f. It is evident that
there exists an optimal resistive load, about 60 M, 55 M, 65 M
and 65 M when the power reaches the largest value of about 0.08
mW, 0.14 mW, 0.20 mW and 0.24 mW with the CH-TENGs in 1, 2,
3 and 4 units and a load of 2 N, respectively. The peak U increased
from a few volts to nearly 105 V, 130 V, 158 V and 183 V as the
resistant increased to 1000 M with the CH-TENGs in 1, 2, 3 and
4 units (Fig. S5a). Meanwhile, the peak followed an opposite trend
and decreased from 3.0 µA, 4.5 µA, 6.0 µA and 7.5 µA to nearly 0
µA with the CH-TENGs in 1, 2, 3 and 4 units (Fig. S5b).
Fig. 4 shows performances of the CH-TENGs in the rolling tire.
Considering the most relevant functions of a tire, the influences
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Fig. 3. Characteristics of the CH-TENGs. (a) Schematic illustration of test apparatus. The CH-TENG is compressed by linear motor. (b–d) The (b) open-circuit voltage, (c)
short-circuit current and (d) short-circuit charge of the CH-TENG in 1, 2, 3 and 4 units at a frequency of 2.5 Hz and a weight load of 2 N. (e) The open-circuit voltage,
short-circuit current and charge in different units. (f) The output instantaneous power as a function of the loading resistance in different units.

of moving speed and weight load of the tire on the output performances were investigated. In theory, the short-circuit current
increases and the open-circuit voltage and short-circuit charge
remain the same as the speed of the tire increases, also the opencircuit voltage, short-circuit current and charge increase as the
weight load of the tire increases by checking Eqs. (1)–(3). The experimental design for measuring the performances of the CH-TENG
in a rolling tire is schematically shown in Fig. S6. The CH-TENG is
attached onto the surface of a rubber tire. A pair of copper foils is
placed outside the tire and connected to the CH-TENG for collecting
output signals. The tire is fixed on the conveyor belt by lifting
platform, and the weight load can be provided to the tire by changing the height of the lifting platform. The conveyor belt is driven
by a computer-controlled linear actuator, which provided linear
motions at different speeds. The tire rotates with the conveyor

belt. Rotating motion of the tire makes the CH-TENG on its surface
periodically contacting and separating with the supporting surface.
The measured average values of open-circuit voltage, short-circuit
current and charge are plotted as a function of the speed of the
tire as shown in Fig. 4a. The open-circuit voltage (Fig. S7a), shortcircuit current (Fig. S7b) and charge (Fig. S7c) of the CH-TENG in
1 unit are investigated with the speed of 0.83 m/s, 1.25 m/s, 1.67
m/s, 2.09 m/s and 2.51 m/s and the weight load of 2 N. Consistent
with theoretical results, the short-circuit current increases from
3.0 µA to 4.3 µA and the open-circuit voltage and short-circuit
charge remain the same as the speed of the tire increases. A clear
linear relationship between the short-circuit current and the speed
is obtained yielding a slop of 0.892 V s m−1 . The frequency of
electrical output with different speed is shown in Fig. S7d. The
increasing of the short-circuit current can be attributed to the
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Fig. 4. Performances of the CH-TENGs in the rolling tire. (a) The open-circuit voltage, short-circuit current and charge of the CH-TENG in 1 unit with different speed and
a weight load of 2 N. (b) The open-circuit voltage, short-circuit current and charge of the CH-TENG in 1 unit with different weight loads and a speed of 1.25 m/s. (c) The
open-circuit voltage, short-circuit current and charge of the CH-TENG in different units with a speed of 1.25 m/s and a weight load of 2 N. (d) The feature analysis on the
open-circuit voltages of the CH-TENGs in different units.

raised contacting and separation rates of the friction surfaces by
checking Eq. (2). To investigate the influence of weight load on
the CH-TENG’s performance, a series of extra weights from 2 to 10
N are added onto the tire. Fig. 4b shows the open-circuit voltage,
short-circuit current and charge of the CH-TENG in 1 unit as a
function of the weight load, while the tire was moving at the same
speed of 1.25 m/s. With the weight load increased from 2 to 10
N, the open-circuit voltage linearly increased from 114 V to 177
V, the short-circuit current increased from 3.0 µA to 3.2 µA, and
the short-circuit charge linearly increased from 53.7 nC to 69.5 nC.
From three curves, every 1 N weight load will increase the opencircuit voltage by ∼7.875 V, short-circuit current by ∼0.025 µA,
short-circuit charge by ∼1.975 nC. The CH-TENGs in 1, 2, 3 and
4 units are also measured with different weight loads, as shown
in Fig. S8. The increasing of the open-circuit voltage, short-circuit
current and charges can be attributed to the raised x(t) and S(t)
with the increasing weight load by checking Eqs. (1)–(3). Fig. 4c
shows the open-circuit voltage, short-circuit current and charge
of the CH-TENG in different units with a speed of 1.25 m/s and a
weight load of 2 N. The open-circuit voltage, short-circuit current
and charge have a growing trend as the number of the units and
increase from 114 V to 200 V, 3.00 µA to 7.6 µA and 55 nC to
82 nC with the units from 1 to 4, respectively. Every one unit will
increase the open-circuit voltage by ∼28.7 V, short-circuit current
by ∼1.54 µA, short-circuit charge by ∼9 nC. With a speed of 1.25
m/s and a weight load of 2 N, the feature analysis on the opencircuit voltages of the CH-TENGs in different units is shown in Fig.
4d. The characteristic peak of the open-circuit voltage has a rule
in the test results, in which the number of the peaks is consistent
with the units. Therefore, the CH-TENG in many units with a larger
speed, weight load and more units can produce more energy and
harvest more mechanical energy from the tire until saturating. It
is expected that the electrical output will be huger when the CHTENGs are fixed in the tires in real vehicle. The CH-TENGs will be
completely sealed in the tires and they will not affect to the friction
between the tires and road.

3.4. Application of the CH-TENG
Due to the simple structures and excellent characteristics, the
CH-TENGs can be integrated into the tire as the inherent part
for harvesting mechanical energy with little influence on the tire
structure. The CH-TENG has shown a great advantage on collecting
energy from the rolling tire, and the energy can be used to drive
some automotive electronics, like the wireless tire pressure sensor.
In this work, we design a CH-TENG in 8 units for harvesting energy
from the rolling tire to power a wireless tire pressure sensor.
Photograph of the test apparatus is shown in Fig. S9a. Fig. 5 shows
demonstration of the CH-TENGs for harvesting mechanical energy
from the rolling tire and driving the wireless tire pressure sensor.
The open-circuit voltage (Fig. S9b), short-circuit current (Fig. S9c)
and charge (Fig. S9d) of the CH-TENGs in 8 units fixed in the tire are
accurately measured with a speed of 2.51 m/s and a weight load of
10 N. There is a demo of a wireless tire pressure sensor, as shown
by the equivalent electric circuit in Fig. 5a. The current generated
by the CH-TENG is rectified to charge a capacitor and then to
power a wireless tire pressure sensor which has the transmitter
and the receiver. This system can be potentially applied in the
automobile industry for collecting information on the tire pressure.
Rated voltage and current of the tire pressure sensor are 3 V and
140 µA. The electric output of the CH-TENG in 8 units fixed in
the tire is a function of the load resistance, through which the
output instantaneous power can be optimized. Fig. 5b shows the
resistance-dependent output voltage and power when the load
resistance is swept from 100  to 1000 M (the wheel is moving
at the same speed of 2.51 m/s with a weight load of 10 N). The
output voltage increases from a few volts to nearly 490 V as the
resistant increased to 1000 M. Meanwhile, the instantaneous
output power is calculated from Eq. (4), and plotted as a function
of the resistance. The maximum output instantaneous power was
found to be 1.9 mW at a load resistance of 65 M. The open-circuit
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Fig. 5. Demonstration of the CH-TENGs for harvesting mechanical energy from the rolling tire and driving the wireless tire pressure sensor. (a) Equivalent electric circuit of
the self-powered wireless tire pressure sensor. (b) The output voltage and instantaneous power as a function of the loading resistance in 8 units with a weight load of 10 N
and a speed of 2.51 m/s. (c) The stability experiment of the CH-TENGs fixed in the tire for 30 days. (d) Charging curve for a 1 mF capacitor by the CH-TENG in 8 units in the
rolling tire with a speed of 2.51 m/s and a weight load of 10 N. The inset shows the voltage drop when switching from 1 to 2.

voltage, short-circuit current and charge are measured while the
tire continuously running for 30 days to investigate the stability
of the CH-TENG in 8 units as shown in Fig. 5c. The open-circuit
voltage, short-circuit current and charge basically keep stable at
480 V, 33 µA and 300 nC and there are no signs of large degradation or changes in the CH-TENG performance in 30 days. In
addition, the nanostructures of the FEP film are degraded after the
tire continuously running for 30 days with a load of 10 N. The
degraded nanostructures on the surface of the FEP film have been
flatted, which can be observed in the SEM image as shown in Fig.
S10. However, the open-circuit voltage, short-circuit current and
charge basically keep stable, which have been shown in Fig. 5c.
To sum up, the degradation of the nanostructures of FEP film has
little impact on the performances. Fig. 5d shows a typical charge
curve at first, where the capacitor of 1 mF can be charged from 0
V to 4.2 V in about 850 s. When the wireless tire pressure sensor
is turned on, the curve of voltage starts to drop and then rises
again. The inset, an enlarged view, shows the voltage drop when
switching from 1 to 2. The decreasing curve indicates that data
is transmitted. After transmitting, the curve turns back to 3.9 V
and the energy consumption is about 1.215 mJ. Movie S1 in the
Supporting Information dynamically demonstrates the working
process of the wireless tire pressure sensor. The CH-TENGs have
shown excellent application prospect in energy harvesting from
the rolling tires. If the CH-TENG (10 mm in each edge, 50 mm in
width) in 500 units are equipped in a standard tire (700 mm in
diameter, 250 mm in width) at the running speed is 100 km/h, as
the output power of the CH-TENG in 8 units is 1.9 mW (Fig. 5b)
and the output power is proportional to the movement speed [15],
it is expected to produce at least 1.2 W for a standard tire, which
can meet the energy demand of low-power automobile electronics,
like the wireless tire pressure sensor.

4. Conclusion
In summary, we demonstrated an innovative design of CHTENG for harvesting the mechanical energy from rolling tires. The
CH-TENG units can be stacked in parallel connections and the
energy harvesting performances with different unit number are
systematically investigated. The open-circuit voltage and shortcircuit charge of the CH-TENG fixed in the rolling tire remain
unchanged as the speed of the tire increases, while the open-circuit
voltage, short-circuit current and charge of the CH-TENG-on-tire
increase monotonically following the increase of the weight load.
By optimizing the load resistance on the external electric circuit,
the maximum instantaneous power was found to be 1.9 mW at a
load resistance of 65 M with the CH-TENG in 8 units, a weight
load of 10 N and a speed of 2.51 m/s. The CH-TENGs have stable and
durable characteristics for a 30-day continuous work and can drive
the wireless tire pressure sensor every 14 min when the moving
speed is 2.51 m/s and weight load is 10 N. On the basis of the
measured output power of the CH-TENG, it is expected to produce
at least 1.2 W for a standard tire with the CH-TENG in 500 units
and the running speed of 100 km/h. This work not only provides a
promising solution to harvest the wasted mechanical energy from
rolling tires, but also demonstrates the potential applications of the
CH-TENG in sustainable automotive electronics.
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